Drawing open the curtain on home-based interventions
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Introduction

Providing facility-based care to the billions of people living in Low- and Middle-Income Countries (LMICs) is a challenge due to the multitude of barriers people face in accessing these sites. Unaffordable transportation costs, limited child care options, poor health and inconsistent staffing and services of facilities are just some of the many reasons facility-based primary health care interventions struggle to recruit and retain patients in efficacious programs (1). Home-based interventions have been shown to be a viable alternative across a broad range of health initiatives including infectious disease (e.g., HIV screening), mental health (e.g., postpartum depression) and non-communicable disease risk reduction and education (e.g., obesity and nutrition) interventions (2-4). One of their key weaknesses is lack of cost-effectiveness. Multiple follow-up visits to the home are required to deliver the intervention and to ensure that uptake and behavioural change are taking place. A second limitation of home-based interventions is that they are typically one-size-fits-all. Lay health workers are trained in the intervention and the sessions and manuals are routinized to simplify deliver and to increase the likelihood of intervention fidelity. We believe a solution to these challenges is available in the use of passive sensor data to provide robust, evidence-based feedback on what happens in the home after the health worker walks out the door.

Passive sensing data

Many terms exist to describe the phenomena of using mobile phones’ sensors and other Internet of Things (IoT) devices embedded in the environment to passively collect information about people’s behaviour. “digital data exhaust”, “digital phenotyping” and “IoT for healthcare” are all terms currently used to describe this idea. In LMIC these digital sensors and the machine learning algorithms required to process large volumes of sensor data are needed to actively monitor individuals and families receiving health interventions at home. Key questions that sensor data can address are why the health problem is occurring, who else in the family is involved in facilitating or impeding care and recovery, when changes in health and behaviour are happening across both short (minute to minute) and long (month to month) timescales, and what aspects of the intervention are being implemented.

Why is there a health problem for this individual?

Obesity is a multifaceted health risk including individual level factors such as caloric intake and exercise patterns to family level factors such as norms around portion size and the lack of income to purchase nutrient-dense food to societal factors such as a country undergoing an obesogenic transition. Considering the individual for this example, a traditional approach would be to conduct a baseline survey
about activity and diet. These data are known to often suffer from both under and over reporting bias and may not give an accurate representation of the problem for this particular individual (5). An alternative approach might be to deploy a suite of home sensors to monitor physical activity (not only steps but time sitting, standing and running), air quality (to establish frequency and timing of food preparation), sleep and snoring patterns (with reduced sleep being known to have an association with weight gain) and photographs from a lapel worn camera to capture food eaten during the day. Figure 1 depicts the images taken from such a camera carried by a 5-year-old child in rural South Africa, which gives an interesting insight into the types of foods being consumed, such as high-calorie beverages. Rather than the intervention focusing on moving from a starch rich diet, typical in this community, the intervention could instead focus on reducing fast food and sugary drinks.

Who else needs to be included in the intervention?

Mobile phone call logs provided a valuable source of data about people and their social network. Harvesting such data for analysis is a subject of privacy concern and requires ethical approval and compliance with legal frameworks such as the General Data Protection Regulation (EU GDPR). Comulada provides an example of how call log data can be ethically collected in order to facilitate health intervention (6). The egocentric networks of 12 gay men (n=44 total participants) were enumerated by automated collection of log data from the men’s Android smartphones. These call logs were able to predict primary partner as confirmed via self-report. Infectious disease transmission and non-communicable disease risk factors occur between people and within relationships and family. Proximity (inferred from Bluetooth advertising packets), audio recordings of verbal interactions and time spent together could all be used to supplement call logs to more accurately enumerate these relationships and social networks in order to ensure that intervention delivery is targeted towards the correct set of individuals. These suggestions and approaches clearly raise major questions about privacy, confidentiality and anonymity. While techniques and approaches are being developed, for example to extract only a subset of non-identifying features from audio data, other research seeks to reconstruct these de-identified datasets. Using a generative copula-based method Rocher, Hendrickx & de Montjoye found that it was possible to re-identified 99.98% of people in any dataset using only 15 demographic variables (7).

When is the best time to prompt or trigger action?

Theoretical models of behaviour change often include the concept of a trigger provided at just the right time with the expectation that the nudge will illicit the behaviour of a monitored individual (8). The field of Behaviour Design suggests that the timing of these triggers is crucial (9). A promising application of triggers is in Behavioural Activation interventions designed to reduce postpartum depression. We are currently exploring this approach with depressed mothers (“Sensing technology to personalize adolescent maternal depression treatment in low resource settings”, Project STANDSTRONG) in rural Nepal (10). We used qualitative anthropological procedures to select passive sensing technology that would be culturally acceptable and contextually feasible (11). The study provides depressed mothers with a set of actions and

Figure 1 Examples of everyday objects that were automatically detected by image processing algorithms applied to two digital images that were captured from wearable cameras.
activities. They are given a small positive reward if they follow the suggested action points. Using information about a mother's daily routine, established by monitoring GPS and accelerometer data sources, triggers for these mood enhancing activities will be targeted to arrive on the mother's phone at a time she is most likely to be able to act on them. Depressed mothers also often have a very disruptive and irregular daily routine. Using passive sensors such as sleep sensors, light sensor readings, and proximity beacons to track time with her child, we provide information about this daily routine to a community health worker who is able to use the information in counselling sessions to see how a more regular daily pattern could be established, and thus personalize the intervention.

What are individuals and families doing with the information after they receive the intervention?

Insulin control is the primary intervention for diabetes. The importance of carefully monitoring insulin levels and taking care about the types of food that get eaten will be stressed by all health workers counselling patients newly diagnosed with diabetes. Once the health worker leaves the home, however, no feedback loop exists to monitor adherence in order to provide additional support if required. Long-term indicators such as haemoglobin A1c fail to provide quotidian information on dietary and exercise behaviours. The quality of care, cost-effectiveness of the intervention and arguably improved outcomes could be achieved if there was an easy way to passively monitor these factors. An example of such an approach is provided by Gu et al. (2017) SugarMate is a non-invasive smartphone-based blood glucose inference system. Leveraging smartphone sensors, SugarMate automatically measures physical activity and sleep quality along with insulin and food intake collected through an ecological momentary assessment app. These data, when passed through a Multi-division Deep Dynamic Recurrent Neural Network (MdRNN), yield an average blood glucose level prediction that has an accuracy of 82.14%.

What are some of the current technical challenges and solutions to the collection of remote sensing data?

Data collection, transmission, and processing of observations are crucial aspects of all the data systems presented. Although the IoT is a broad concept that includes diverse technologies, such as robots, drones, cars and software agents, it is mostly dominated by low battery-powered devices. Sending raw sensor data can lead to communication overhead and high energy consumption. As a remedy, the utilisation of time-series data compression approaches can help in dealing with large volumes of (near) real-time data. Nevertheless, there is a trade-off between computational cost versus communication overhead (13). While it is desirable to minimise the computational cost, power consumption in communication is usually significantly higher than the computational cost (14,15). Therefore, it is important to use lightweight, adaptive, yet effective time series analysis approaches in stream processing. Once time-series data is compressed, a change or event detection technique needs to be employed for sensors to send data only when there is a new event in the environment.

Furthermore, IoT Healthcare applications have to handle heterogeneous data streams and data sources, which involve a large number of input formats, while it needs to produce a unified format as output for the decision-making systems. There has been a significant amount of work on this problem. The Semantic Sensor Network (SSN) ontology (16) is one of the most significant efforts in the development of an information model for sensory data. The SSN ontology provides a vocabulary for describing concepts such as sensors, outputs, observation value and feature of interests. It has recently been revised by including a lightweight SOSA ontology (Sensor, Observation, Sample, and Actuator). Although the SSN ontology defines a high-level scheme of sensor systems, it does not include representation of observation and measurement data. Other notable initiatives include the IoT-A model (17) and IoT'es semantic representations (18), that describe how to enhance the utilisation and representation of domain knowledge in sensor networks, with the IoT-A model providing an architectural base for further IoT projects, and IoT'es enhancing the IoT-A model with some service and test concepts.

Conclusions

A key consideration of passive sensing data systems is their ethical use. Data can be invasive and encroach on people's privacy, and it is crucial to assure data security of information collected from the home. Techniques to transform visual and audio information that do not allow easy reconstruction of personal identifying information are required. A second ethical consideration is how best
to explain these sensors, and the data they collect, to participants that may not have a strong technical grasp of what is being proposed. Some work has started to address these concerns, but there is a definite need for more effort to be put into making these tools safe, ethical and as non-invasive as possible. Although the field is still young and maturing, there is enough evidence to suggest that more rigorous experimental designs are required to establish how to most effectively harness passive sensing data as a new tool in the interventionists tool belt. In order to avoid the overextended “pilotitis” phase that the mHealth field went through during its early years, it is suggested that those wanting to engage with this new tool focus early and sharply on establishing cost-effectiveness and health outcomes through rigorous randomised control trials. Passive sensing data collection holds the potential to teach us a tremendous amount about people’s lives and health. We will need study designs that clearly capture the why, what, who, and when of home-based interventions while addressing the ethics of this rapidly evolving arena.
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